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Scrumban Cheat Sheet

Continuous work with 
planning on demand and 
detached releases once the 
product is ready.

Process

There is no particular size a 
task should fit. Instead, it 
should have a clear goal for 
a team member to 
complete.

Task size

Team members pull tasks 
from priority columns in 
Backlog based on their 
skillset and priority.

Task assignment

New tasks can be added to 
a running Iteration. 


New tasks in an 
iteration

Optional. Tasks are usually 
measured against the 
average cycle time.


Estimation

Scrumban does not have 
defined iterations. Instead, 
the team plans based on 
demand and release once 
the product is ready.

Iterations

No predesigned 
roles.Teams can choose to 
keep their previous roles or 
adapt those used in Scrum.

Roles

Average: 5 days

Limits the number of tasks the 
team can work on at any given 
point. Guarantees each job is 
completed before starting the 
next one starts.

Work In Progress (WIP)

Work In Progress (WIP) 
limit defines the current 
work amount.

Scope limits

Optional. It is done through 
priority columns in the 
backlog.

Prioritization

Combined out of 3 sections:


1. To Do for planned and 


prioritized tasks.


2. Doing for in progress tasks.


3. Done for completed tasks.

Task Board
To Do Doing 2/5 Done

Doing 2/5

An event where the team 
decides which tasks will be 
completed before the end 
of the project and which 
will not.


Triage

A long-term planning tactic 
for Scrumban teams. Uses 
1 year, 6 months, and 3 
months buckets to plan 
and estimate.

Planning buckets

Calculates the average time 
from task being started 
(not created) to it being 
delivered.


Average Cycle Time

An event that stops 
planning and adding new 
tasks. Happens when there 
is 5-15% of time left before 
deadline.


Feature Freeze

All Scrumban meetings are held based on demand.


Planning Session –  held for filling up backlog and prioritizing tasks for the team.


Daily Standup - a 15-minute daily update on progress, what is going well and issues.


Kaizen - for a discussion about the previous iteration and possible improvements.

Meetings


